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Floor saw RSF 330

The RSF 330 is a fl oor saw in the medium perfor-
mance segment. It is also known as a so-called 
„walk behind“ machine: the operator proceeds 
with the cutting operation from behind the unit. 
Its extremely compact construction , comfortable 
operation and good performance values make the 
RSF 330 a universally applicable cutting device 
that no professional machine park service provi-
der should be without.

The fl oor saw is powered by a Deutz diesel engi-
ne. As with the RELLOK fully hydraulic fl oor saws, 
it is equipped with central engine monitoring with 
disturbance cut-off. The cutting motor is driven 
directly via a fan belt whose tension is set by Ex-
centre. In the standard version, the cutting wave 
speed is optimised for blade diameters of between 
700 - 1,000 mm. With this feature, the machine is 

particularly suitable for depth cuts in old concrete 
and asphalt. The RSF 330 A special model is laid 
out for fresh concrete cutting saw-blade diameters 
of between 300 - 500 mm. Blade fi tting can be im-
plemented either from the right or left side of the 
machine.
The cutting roller is fully housed and protected on 
both sides by contact-free shaft seals (labyrinth 
seals). The roller-guided blade protection is so 
constructed that it completely covers the blade 
regardless of the excavation height. The hydrau-
lic feed drives the back wheels via a spur gear. 
These are provided with a traction-optimised cas-
tor. The hydraulic excavation rocker guarantees a 
constant machine centre of gravity.

Application and Technology



Comfort
The RSF 330 is equipped with many func-
tions which make operation very comfortable.
The drive motor and operator‘s controls are rubber 
mounted. Vibrations that could cause injury are 
thereby hindered from reaching the operator.
All steering and monitoring functions are integra-
ted in the clearly laid out control console.
It has warning lights for fuel levels and water
supply, as well as having track correction, which 
is a manually operated feature that works in both
directions and is connected to the rear axle to 
compensate lateral thrust forces during cutting.
A button on the hand grip operates a hydraulically 
extendable swivel roller which simplifi es setting 
and turning the machine.
Switching the engine speed between idling and 
working speed is controlled by an electronic 
switch.

Maintenance
Due to its construction design, all of the relevant 
maintenance parts on the RSF 330 are easily
accessible for servicing.
The coarse and fi ne dust cartridges of the dry air 
fi lter can be cleaned or exchanged comfortably 
whilst standing. Just as simple to service are the 
easily accessible engine oil fi lters at the back of 
the engine, as well as the water pump impeller at 
the front. Hydraulic oil can be fi lled via the refi ll 
nozzles on the control panel. The oil level, as well 
as the temperature, are readable in a combined 
display.
The cover plate at the back of the machine is se-
cured with 4 fasteners, and can be opened without 
tools. Behind it are situated the battery and the 
fuse box of the fl oor saw.
The hydraulic tubes are continuously coded for 
easy spares procurement.
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Technical data RSF 330
max. cutting depth 380 mm
blade diametre 700 - 1.000 mm
speed of cutting roller 1.200 rpm
bore hole of blade 35 mm + 6-hole on 120 mm pitch circle
input side of blade right or left
rotation direction of blade same direction
max. mountig width 20 mm
blade drive V-belt 5x XPA direct
cutting depth adjustment hydraulic by rocker arm
output drive motor 33 kW (2.300 rpm)
type drive motor Deutz D 2011 L 03 i (Diesel)
contents fuel tank 28 l
emission class EC-NRMM, Stage IIIA / EPA Tier 3

traction drive hydraulic by two-stage spur gear
transmission

auxiliary hydraulic 25 l/min - 180 bar
water pump hydraulic driven impeller pump
aquifer system nozzels on the blade guard
wheelbase 760 mm
dimensions* (l / w / h) 1.550 / 1.060 / 1.200 mm
weight 950 kg
*without blade guard

conversion kits and accessories
slurry suction plant
suction blade guards
further accessories on request
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